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Gentlemen:

This morning I discussed with Staff counsel, Edward Ketchen,
the scheduling of the evidentiary hearings for the seismic re-
openings. For two reasons, I suggest that the September 23rd
starting date be re-scheduled to October, 21, 1980.

First, in view of the large quantity of testimony pre-
~ filed to date and considering that amount will increase when Drs.
Luco and Trifunac pre-file there testimony, the hearing can reason-
ably be expected to last eight (8) days (give or take a day). 'he
second will be best served if the evidentiary hearings can be
completed in a single sitting. I am advised that the Appeal board
will not be avaliable the week of September 29, 1980. If hearings
commence on September 23rd we will likely be required to adjourn
and return at a later date to California to complete the record.
If, on the other hand, hearings are set for late October it may
well be possible for all counsel and the Board to block-out two
consecutive weeks to complete the hearing.
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Additionally, arrangements will be simplified and travel
expenses reduced if the hearing is scheduled for completion in
a single sitting.

For example, such matters as scheduling a hearing room,
arranging for the storage of needed documents, and scheduling
a court reporter are likely to be easier if there is a single
continuous hearing.

Second, I am advised that Dr. Luco's wife is expecting
to give birth the .third week of September. It is unreasonable
to require Dr. Luco to undergo the rigor of cross-examination
in this highly controversial proceeding. Shortly after his wife
gives birth, re-scheduling the hearing to commence in late
October will provide Dr.'Luco "Breathing Space" and so assure
that he is not at a disadvantage when he takes the stand.

Finally, the schedule suggested here is not likely to delay
a final commission decision in this matter.

Very truly ours,

David S. Fleischaker
Counsel for the Joint Inter-
venors.
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